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GV11 DON’T BELIEVE DA NOIZE:

Voices from Da Hip-Hop Undaground (Part 1)
Directed by Multi Award-Winning Filmmaker Bob Bryan

W

hen Adam and Eve were coaxed by a serpent, delicious
fruit, and ate from the tree… Hip-Hop was born.
I’m just a white Jewish male living in the West San
Fernando Valley; what makes me feel a beat, and want to be a
spoken word artist? I found the answer to that question in Bob
Bryan’s film: GV11 DON’T BELIEVE DA NOIZE!
DON’T BELIVE DA NOIZE! is a film about the origins, conflicts,
and multidimensionality that surrounds from within and around
the pulsating energy of Hip-Hop culture.
All of the film’s interviews are poignant and relevant. They offer a
true education in the life of an Urban Artist. Artist/MC Shin-B says
of Hip-Hop: “Not just a genre of life, it’s a culture.” Justin Bua,
an artist extraordinaire specializing in “Distorted Urban
Realism” speaks of the Hip-Hop movement as “A new day begins in
Urbania.” Lo-Key (MC) comments: “Hip-Hop is story telling.” The
movie portrays the legitimacy of Hip-Hop as an art form found in
many different mediums: words, rhymes, music, dance, fashion,
mural and canvas art. Hip-Hop is abundantly accessible and can be used by anyone to express pain,
repression, and a deep hunger for freedom as well as joy and gratitude. “The Beat is mass hypnosis, the Beat
is infectious” are the words of Keidi Obi Awadu (LIB.com Radio Talk Show Host) further illustrating this
phenomena.
I was moved by Bryan’s honest portrayal of the Hip-Hop Machine. It was made evident that the Color
Agenda vs.Corporate Greed concept is a viable conflict and ironically a viable spring board for furthering the
growing art form. “Loving one another and not tearing each other down; not trying to stab and shoot” are
the powerful words of Affion Crockett (Hip-Hop MC & Dancer). Artist Kahlil (MC) says: “Debauchery,
hedonism, and materialism sells. This is America today; we have been programmed to consume.” And so the
locomotive of capitalism keeps rolling on, but the words of the politically active inspired can be heard over
the sound of the billion dollar industry’s cash box ca-ching.
Bryan educates the viewer that the origin of Hip-Hop began in the underprivileged streets of the Bronx; it
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was a way of self-expression and empowerment and
over the years has been taken over by artists selling
gangster violence and sex. “Big booties and blingbling will always sell” and “Hip-Hop has become so
misogynistic, and a lot of young girls are buying the
thinking that they have to sell themselves to make
it” are points of view that Shawnee and Shawnell
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or not to bling”. The foundation of Hip-Hop is now
on the verge of vanishing, as many think that “HipHop has become pop”. However, as Bryan shows in
his latest masterpiece, there are plenty of hungry
emcees who want to keep the rap real.
Bryan also balances the sensitive issue of race by
interviewing emcees of all ages, color and gender and
people that know “you don’t have to live in the ghetto
to empathize with the plight of America today”. Rap
has gone from regional to global, from the breakers
on cardboard, to CEO’s in boardrooms.

GV

11 paints a picture of the where the
genre started, where it is, and where
it is going, but as we all know now,
how we get there is in the hands and the mic of the
Emcee.”

-- Jeffery “The Rhymecologist” Walker

Emcee, Poet, Author, Teacher

Gibbs (Animation Filmmakers) make apparent
through their work.
Hip-Hop isn’t just a form of entertainment and
diversion; it’s a platform for poets, philosophers,
and scholars. The truth can be heard by younger
ears when the beat is hard and pop is tight.
Bryan’s piece GV11 VOICES FROM DA
UNDAGROUND is one of a series the producer
has made available to expand cultural awareness
and make abundantly clear the need for a modern
day reality check; kudos to Bob Bryan’s film and
intellectual mastery.

“V

-- Jon Epstein

OICES OF DA UNDAGROUND
reaches out to the wide aspects &
artistic dimensions that characterize
Hip-Hop, as well as, the creativity that has been
inspired by the true Hip-Hop Culture.

Poet
(You are genius, Sir! Thank you for letting me review
the piece.)

“I

GV11 touches the very soul of the Undaground HipHop artists’ drive and motivations that exist behind
the myriad manifestations of this popular urban
art form, which in the recent past has so often been
identified in Commercial Hip-Hop with “Hate and
Violence.” DON’T BELIEVE DA NOIZE! (the
documentary), shows that Hip-Hop was born as a

n the “The Hip-Hop Emcee” Bob Bryan
tells the story of one of the most creative
yet most misunderstood artists in music,
the underground Hip-Hop emcee. Bryan traces the
roots of the Hip-Hop from the raw essence of the
Bronx all the way to its current dilemma of “ bling
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way to express young people’s emotions; who live
in an environment where negativity seems to have
a vicious daily negative spiraling impact in their
communities.

www.graffitiverite.com

to a beat: it’s a movement, it’s a tool for learning,
it’s a vast art-form that spans race, gender, and
smashes language barriers.
As a lyricist / poet myself, I was thrilled to
hear Spoken-Word mentioned as a forefather of
Hip-Hop as we know it today, referencing The Last
Poets, as well as, my friend Sekou the Misfit. Its
inclusion of Latin, Native American, Asian, White,
and Caribbean M.C.s showcases the international
/ intercultural flava Hip-Hop is infused with.
GV11 is a timely film that needs to be shown to
anyone who believes the mainstream ‘noize’ is the
only voice of Hip-Hop. GV11 proves that there is
more to be heard, seen, and felt.”

Here, Voices of da Undaground shows exactly
how they’ve overcome that negativity, not only
as songwriters and Visual Artists but also as TV
Concept Developers, Animators, Directors and
Producers definitely shows you the true complex
face of Undaground Hip-Hop and the Positivity &
Hope that comes along with it.

-- Boban Braber

“I

-- Shanelle Gabriel,

finally watched it! Thank you for asking me
to review it; it was definitely my pleasure!
GV11 DON’T BELIEVE DA NOIZE:
Voices from Da Hip-Hop Undaground (Part
1)” would keep any true, hard-core “HipHopper” engrossed. Flooded with amazing visual
urban art, narrated by lovers and experts of the
genre itself, and backed-up by a diverse soundtrack
of music, it takes an in-depth look at the growth
and development of Hip-Hop culture from its
conception to the present state.

Singer / Lyricist / HBO Def Poet

“G

R A F F I T I
VERITE 11 goes beyond the
stereotypes of today’s blingbling, shot ‘em up rap music and takes you on a
journey deep inside the underground of today’s
Hip-Hop culture. Voices from Da Hip-Hop
Undaground
documentary shows the true
creativity, talent and artistic genius of Bob Bryan as
he crosses the lines of race, color and creed to bring
us all together as one unified Hip-Hop Nation.

Contributors such as Alan Sitomer (whose work

GV11 continues in the tradition of the GRAFFITI
VERITE DOCU-SERIES by helping to preserve
the life of a rapidly growing endangered species
that many of us know as HIP-HOP.

- Eric Canada,

Filmmaker, Consultant & Hip-Hoppreneur

F

irst of all, I want to say I was totally fascinated
by this film. It taught me something
that is all around me and I’ve never even
realized just how big and all-encompassing it is.

from the book “Hip-Hop Poetry and the Classics”
I’ve included in some of the workshops I’ve taught),
the amazing directors/producers Michael
Deet and Shawnelle & Shawnee Gibbs, as well
as “Distorted Urban Realism” visual artist Justin
Bua, show viewers that Hip-Hop is more than lyrics

“In watching GV11, I just discovered something
that, while I may not adopt it as a way of life, find
extremely interesting because of all it includes.
Hip-Hop cuts across age, race, gender, music,
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ethnicity, and art to cut out a culture, within a
culture, within a culture of its own. Beginning
in the Bronx this art form took off to become a
unique way of expression. I grew up with rock &
roll, yet it never became as total a lifestyle as the
Hip-Hop generation.

www.graffitiverite.com

you are in understanding Hip-Hop, when you see
this film, if nothing else, you will gain a greater
understanding of who is involved in Hip-Hop and
why it’s so important in today’s culture.”

-- Michelle Angelini

Poet

In Bob Bryan’s new film DON’T BELIEVE DA
NOIZE!, he takes you to the very heart of what
makes the Hip-Hop generation so great! I’ve
always enjoyed the combination of music, motion,
and emotion. This is what Hip-Hop encompasses
and more! It is an idea that expands and then goes
beyond its limitations to expand more. Throw in
a way of dressing, videos, art, and the expression
of words played to a driving beat and you have an
idea of what Hip-Hop is.

D

ON’T BELIEVE THE NOISE! Voices
from the Hip-Hop Undaground, a film
by Bob Bryan, answers every unasked
and unanswered question about the lost art of the
Hip-Hop generation. The voices are coming from
the Hip-Hop survivalists who still envision the
originality of the art.
Somewhere after the Sugar Hill Gang’s “Rapper
Delight” and the
notorious “F*ck the
Police” by N.W.A the synergy of which makes the
Hip-Hop lifestyle a truly pure art form of sending
a message has been homogenized.

The main force behind this way of life is the teenage
generation, who seek a way of expression unique
from their parents against whom they rebel, but
in a way that is acceptable to society. It is their
own identity. Parents may not understand it, but
to those involved in the culture, it is vital only that
they do.

DON’T BELIEVE THE NOISE! will send
you back to Hip-Hop 101 for some old fashion
schooling.
Get ready for the Hip-Hop ride
of your life and bring a notepad
because the education is fast and real.
Justin Bua, a celebrated Hip-Hop “Distorted Urban
Realism” Artist, is one of the subjects of the film.
His knowledge of the urban culture is on a level
even unbeknownst to me.
John O, rapper/MC/Radio Host of Tha Gecko
Brothers appears in the film also shedding light on
the emergence of the catatonics when it comes to
artists directing trends not corporations. The artist
is left with the direction of a suit instead the voice
in his head that kept him up all night writing.

What fascinated me most about Bob Bryan’s film,
GV11 DON’T BELIEVE DA NOIZE!: Voices
from Da Hip-hop Undaground - Part 1 is just
how Hip-Hop / Spoken-Word Artists keep a beat
with their voices, speaking the words at a fast pace
and getting the message across. They may not
understand all the issues, but allow themselves
to find answers within their very lifestyle. While
I was watching the film, I found myself moving
to the music and the words and discovering the
emotion behind this movement. No matter where

“Like I said I know this a business, but I
think its within ourselves, rappers or MC’s or
whatever you want to call them to whatever we
say is hot at that time. These people are going to
jump on it. So we need to be able to change it to
whatever we want to.”
4
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A true statement of the commercialization of the
Hip-Hop culture, big business has taken over HipHop or the remnants of the original idea.

The real emotions and the disconnect from what
the “record industry” is selling! It’s passionate,
informative and insightful!

The Gibbs sisters, Shawnee Gibbs and Shawnell
Gibbs, bring the women’s point of view of the
industry and culture. They are the creators
of Adopted by Aliens an animated series. They
understand the importance of the messages that
they were sending out, as well, and base their
projects on materialism and teenage issues.

The film, Voices from Da Hip-hop Undaground
(Part 1) shows the wide range of ethnicities
involved, and their obvious intelligence.“
Amazing!

-- Tom Rowe

GV11 “The World of Hip-Hop”

The stories are compelling. The direction is
interesting and entertaining. The movie overall
made me turn the Hip-Hop station on my cable
box. It just took me back to the days when I was
performing “Rapper’s Delight” for the white kids at
my elementary school on
the playground.

-- Rhonda Harper

Creator, Editor &
Radio Talk Show Host

I

“F

magine for a second that you are Alice, and
that GV11 is the hole that will drop you into
the wonderland of the Hip-Hop culture in
America, where it all began.

resh! I am so hyped and honored that
Bob has kept it all afresh for me like
that too! word up! What I saw made, me
so excited to see everyone’s pieces - it’s well put
together! I am glad, the documentary got Jroz in
too! “
paz y amor,

Once you push that play button and GV11 starts
to play you fall further and faster into the intense
new world.

-- Kiawitl, a.k.a. Lady BINX

Emcee

“C

A world with all kinds of unique characters
making poetic and enlightening statements
as it regards who they are and why they exist
in this world of Hip-Hop. About Hip-Hop’s
origins and the direction it is heading now.

hecked out GV11 last night! Right on
Bob! Great job! I appreciate the love.
Tons of light in full flight!”

-- Michael Perry

You are presented with a menagerie of rappers,
beat-boxers, dancers, filmmakers, cartoonists,
radio personalities and just plain simple folk who
love Hip-Hop. You are immersed in the culture,
not only from the philosophical point of view but
the very soul and heart of Hip-Hop lies before
you, its heart beating rhythmically and without
restraint. A total immersion. That is what it felt

Author & Actor

A

s usual, film maker Bob Bryan has captured
the essence of the Hip-Hop Underground
in this film! It reminds me when I was
listening to the early days of “ broadcasting.”
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like to view GV11. That was my experience.
I urge you not to take my word for it. Everyone
should experience GV11 on their own, because as
much as it will be personal to them I am certain
that something will have changed in you when you
push that button at the end and come up out of
that world of Hip-Hop to return home.”
A masterpiece!

“W

-- Glenn R. Towery

Filmmaker, CEO

ow. I forgot about all that stuff.
Looks awesome!”

-- Shawnelle Gibbs,

Co-Director

The GV DOCU-SERIES is currently available online @ Amazon.com Instant Video
where DVD’s can also be purchased for Schools and Libraries domestically and abroad.
Contact: BRYAN WORLD PRODUCTIONS
PO Box 74033 Los Angeles, CA 90004
Telephone (323) 856-9256
Website: www.graffitiverite.com E-mail: bryworld@aol.com
OTHER LINKS:
•
•
•

GV11 Webpage http://www.graffitiverite.com/index_files/Page403.htm
GV11 Additional Review by Nika Cavat http://www.graffitiverite.com/GV11Review_NikaCavat.pdf
GV11 Press Release http://www.graffitiverite.com/GV11PR.html
ORDER YOUR DVDS DIRECT OR THROUGH YOUR LIBRARY DISTRIBUTOR

Amazon | Baker & Taylor | Follett | Midwest Tape | MVD | OverDrive
DIRECT ORDERING INFO: GV eStore | www.graffitiverite.com/GVPurchaseOrderPPR.pdf
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